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1 Introduction

The comparison of two objects is a usual task for many
classification and learning methods.
Comparisons are usually evaluated through a measure of

comparison. The used measure is often a distance. But,
more and more, a similarity or a dissimilarity measure is
chosen. But the choice of an appropriate measure among
all avalaible measures in literature is not an easy task. It
is linked to the problem of the characterization of relevant
properties for the considered task. We have proposed [2]
a framework in order to deal with measures of compari-
son. This framework displays the main families of mea-
sures of comparison according to the properties they satisfy.
Hence, the existing measures of comparison can be classi-
fied. Fyrther, it is known that a classification simplifies a
problem.
However, the problem of the choice of a measure of com-

parison within a same family is still present. This paper
gives an explicit method to choose a measure of compari-
son.
The proposed solution lies in a new representation of

measures of comparison obtained by normalization of ar-
guments. This normalization leads to a desirable property:
measures of comparison do not depend on the scale of the
system. Another consequence of this normalization is the
fact that measures of satisfiability can be described by a
unique argument and measures of resemblance by two ar-
guments. The analysis of behaviours of measures of com-
parison is easy thanks to a geometrical interpretation and to
a natural definition of the power of discrimination of a given
measure of comparison.
We focus on two families of measures of similitude:

measures of satisfiability and measures of resemblance. For
each family, we discuss the role of the new parameter we
point out and we propose new measures satisfying partic-
ular properties. For measures of satisfiability, the parame-
ter controls the severity towards difference between sets

whereas the parameter penalizes the differences between
two sets for a measure of resemblance.

2 Measures of comparison

In [2], we have proposed to formalize a measure of com-
parison between two fuzzy sets as a function of the common
elements and the distinctive elements.
Formally, for any set of elements, let denote the

set of fuzzy subsets of .

Definition 1 A fuzzy set measure is supposed to be
given, that is to say a mapping defined on and tak-
ing values in IR such that, for all and for all in :

MI1 : .

MI2 : if , then .

where denotes the classical inclusion of fuzzy sets.

A fuzzy set measure is close to the definition of an exis-
tential evaluator given by [6].

Definition 2 An -measure of comparison on is a map-
ping such that

, for a given map-
ping IR IR IR and a fuzzy set measure

on .

We denote:

where denotes the classical intersection of fuzzy sets and
is a difference of fuzzy sets defined by:

D1 : if , then .



D2 : is monotonous with regard to :
entails

We are interested in measures of comparison which eval-
uate the likeliness of two descriptions. We have called them
measures of similitude.

Definition 3 An -measure of similitude on is an -
measure of comparison such that is non de-
creasing with respect to , non increasing with respect to
and .

-measures of similitude can be distinguished more
subtly in three types: measures of satisfiability, measures
of resemblance and measures of inclusion. In this paper, we
focus on two types of measures of similitude.

2.1 Measures of satisfiability

A measure of satisfiability corresponds to a situation in
which we consider a reference object or a class and we need
to decide if a new object is compatible with it or satisfies it.
More particularly, measures of satisfiability are appropriate
for rule base systems. For example, in [1] objects are clas-
sified by means of a decision tree. In [1], the comparison
between the value of an attribute of the new example with
test-values associated with each edge is realized by means
of a measure of satisfiability.
The satisfiability of a reference description of

by a new description defined as a fuzzy subset of has
been defined as follows:

Definition 4 An -measure of satisfiability on is a mea-
sure such that:

is increasing with respect to , decreasing with
respect to and independent of . Let us denote

. Then,
for all
for all

With this definition, the value of the satisfiability of
for can a priori be different with two pairs of fuzzy sets
distinctive only because of the scale. It is desirable that a
satisfiability measure depends only on the relative weights
of and and not on the scale of the system. In order to
obtain an objective measure, we propose to normalize the
satisfiability measure.
We consider:

the reduced intersection

the reduced distinctive feature

As , the domain of definition of the measure
of satisfiability is a quarter of circle. It can be described by
a unique argument , with . We denote the
measure of satisfiability .
The conditions of definition 4 become:

is decreasing with respect to .

feature
reduced distinctive

increasing satisfiability

reduced intersection

Figure 1. New representation of a measure of
satisfiability

This new form of a measure of satisfiablity, expressed
by a unique variable, has the advantage not to be dependent
upon the size of the system. Furthermore, this normaliza-
tion makes the definition of a measure of satisfiability more
simple insofar as the argument is a segment and not a
quarter of plan.
There are of course many possible choices for the satisfi-

ability measure satisfying these three conditions. Among
them, let us distinguish the two following forms:

. It is a linear satisfiability function.
. This function has the advantage of pre-

senting a meaningful physical insight. If we represent
the reference set by the vector in figure 1.
If we describe each set and its related point by
a vector from the origin, is the scalar prod-
uct . When the two vectors are orthogonal,
then the satisfiability vanishes: . This is
a good signification of orthogonality. More generally,
the satisfiability appears as a projection, and the lack
of satisfiability is represented as a deviation in figure 1:
this is an intuitive notion of satisfiability.

We can also focus on the following measures which are
known in the literature:

, which is usually defined with
the sigma-count, can be also written: .



was introduced in [3]
with and with the difference

if
if . It can be also

written: .
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Figure 2. Satisfiability measures

Figure 2 displays the behaviour of various mentioned
measures of satisfiability. We can see that:

is linearly discriminant: satisfiability decreases lin-
early with the deviation.
is discriminant for low satisfiability: a small differ-

ence between a set and the reference is tolerated.
is discriminant for high satisfiablity: a small differ-

ence between a set and the reference is not tolerated.
is discriminant for high and low satisfiability at the

same time. For high satisfiability, this measure is be-
tween the linearly discriminant measure and the low
satisfiability discriminant measure. For low satisfiabil-
ity, it is between the linearly discriminant measure and
the high satisfiability discriminant measure. But it is
low discriminant for .

Remark and are symmetrical relatively to :
. has a low discrimination power

for high satisfiability, and a high discrimination power for
poor satisfiability, whereas does exactly the reverse.
We can consider that the discrimination power of a mea-

sure of satisfiability is given by the derivative of .
For instance, for small and large differences between a set
and the reference that is to say for or :

, for all .
and
and
and

In general, for every possible , we have:

This means that the total discrimination power has
to be distributedon the interval, but a high discrimina-
tion power somewhere implies a low discrimination power
elsewhere, the integral being constant.
Accordingly, it is necessary to choose a measure with

a discrimination power suitable for the considered applica-
tion. This suggests a method of construction of a measure of
satisfiability. The choice of the discrimination power is the
first step. Then is obtained by integration of this function

.
For instance, a functionwith a high discrimination power

for but a low discrimination for and
is needed. This kind of measures means that if a

description is not far from the reference, then the satisfiabil-
ity is near from 1 because the difference is not significative.
If a description is very far from the reference, we can con-
sider that the satisfiability is null.
Once the behaviour of the wanted measure is known, the

measure can be computed thanks to the discrimination
power .
We would like to give the example of an interesting func-

tion for the measure of satisfiability using the Fermi-Dirac
function. The analytic form is:

and

reflects essentially the Fermi-Dirac function. The
above expression is used to ensure that and

.
The interest of this function lies on its physical mean-

ing: in a physical system of temperature , containing a
statistical set of states, the Fermi-Dirac function describes
the statistical probability that a state of energy is filled
or not, with , where is the Boltzmann constant.
Hence, it describes the probability of a state to belong to the
Fermi sea [4] which is a good illustration of satisfiability.
controls the decrease of the curve. The choice of enables
to define a measure of satisfiability more or less severe, as
shown on figure 3.

2.2 Measures of resemblance

We are now interested in resemblance measures.
A measure of resemblance is used for a comparison be-

tween the descriptions of two objects, of the same level of
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Figure 3. The Fermi-Dirac measure of satisfi-
ability

generality, to decide if they have many common character-
istics.
Measures of resemblance are appropriate for a case-

based reasoning or an instance-based learning. In cluster-
ing methods, distances can be replaced by a measure of re-
semblance. More generally, similarity-based classification
methods [7], [8] have to use resemblance measures as soon
as all objects have the same level of generality.

Definition 5 An -measure of resemblance on is a mea-
sure such that:

is increasing with and decreasing with and
for all

.

-measures of resemblance which satisfy an additional
property of -transitivity, for a triangular norm , are exten-
sions of indistinguishability relations [9], [10] to fuzzy sets.
In the case where is the minimum, we obtain extensions
of measures of similarity.

-measures of resemblance satisfying the property of
exclusiveness:

for all

are called exclusive -measures of resemblance. We focus
on them in the sequel.

Following our normalization procedure, we define:

for . Similarly to the case of measures
of satisfiability, this ensures that an exclusive measure of
resemblance is not dependent on the scale of the problem.
The domain of study is now restricted to a piece of the

unity sphere since . We have now to find
the exclusive resemblance which satisfies the symmetry
property .
Geometrically, the sphere is simply obtained by a rota-

tion of the satisfiability circle around the -axis (see fig-
ure 4). The vector representation is still valid.

Plane Plane

Plane

Figure 4. New representation of an exclusive
measure of resemblance

By definition, an exclusive measure of resemblance is
symmetrical with respect to , (see Definition 5). Let
us consider with . This means
that can be described by any monotonous symmetrical
function with respect to and and such that .
Let us look for an expression of .

We have:

if

These conditions show that the problem has been re-
duced to a satisfiabilitymeasure. We can therefore use again
the solution described in the preceding section dealing with
satisfiability. With this definition of , an exclusive resem-
blance appears as a satisfiability where a global distinctive
feature is defined by , from the two individual
distinctive features and (see Figure 5).
We can also consider different exclusive measures of re-

semblance as we have already done with measures of satis-
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Figure 5. Correspondance between satisfia-
bility measures and exclusive resemblance
measures

fiability. Let us define with .

. This measure corresponds to
the measure of satisfiability . Furthermore, can be
also written as: with such that:

.
This measure was introduced in [5].

Other definitions of can be envisaged, for instance:

or

The choice of a particular form of has an effect on the
measure of resemblance because this parameter represents
distinctive elements. We can notice that:

(1)

As has a decreasing effect on an exclusive measure of
resemblance, relation (1) implies that, for a given and for
all and ,

(2)

Relation (2) means that penalizes more the dif-
ferences between two sets than and that
penalizes more the differences than . Furthermore,
a particular is sensitive to the symmetry between and .
Indeed, if differences are unbalanced, it means that
or , or inversely, if differences are balanced, it
means that , the behaviours of a given are not the
same.

3 Conclusion

This paper enables to better analyse the behaviour of a
measure of similitude thanks its discrimination power. This
analysis is very useful in learning methods in general be-
cause a lot of them are based on comparisons of attribute

values of objects in the learning database. Furthermore, the
classification step is also often based on comparisons.
Each time a method needs a similitude measure, the

questions are : when has the measure to be severe ? when
has it to be tolerant ? The answers are given by the dis-
crimination power described in this paper. We have given
an example of a measure of satisfiability, the Fermi-Dirac
function, with a parameter that controls the severity towards
the difference with respect to the reference.
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